Characterisation of the IRSN graphite moderated Americium-Beryllium neutron field.
The SIGMA facility was set up at IRSN to provide thermal neutrons for metrology and dosimetry purposes. SIGMA consists of six Am-Be radioactive sources located in a 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 m3 graphite moderator block. The neutron field at the calibration position, situated at 50 cm from the west surface of the assembly was characterised experimentally and by Monte Carlo calculations. The thermal neutron fluence was determined by the activation of gold foils; the neutron fluence energy distribution above 240 keV was measured with proton recoil spectrometers and the neutron fluence energy distribution from thermal energies to 20 MeV was measured with a Bonner spheres spectrometer. A Monte Carlo simulation of the SIGMA assembly was undertaken using the MCNP4C code, and the calculated neutron fluence energy distribution was compared with the measurements. As a whole, the experimental data and the MCNP calculation are in a good agreement.